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F) Develop a Script 13.27 
 
 44. A script is a written document that is formulated and formatted for making  

VIDEOS. [Script] 

 

 45. Different types of productions have different script formats. Most commercial, 

documentary, and news scripts are formatted in TWO columns, with Video and directions in one 

column, and Audio in the other column. [Script] 

 

 46. A line of abbreviated text at the beginning of each scene in a movie “screenplay style” 

cinematic script, that describes a) INT. or EXT., (where INT. means Interior/inside and EXT. means 

Exterior/outside), b) location, and c) time of day is called a SLUG LINE. When describing the scene 

location in a slug line, (scene header), you want to be as brief, simple, and generic as possible, for 

“where” the location is. The slug line also, includes the words Day or Night, (to describe the time of 

day), and possibly a word or two in the header “about” the scene. [Scene Heading] 

 

 47. Action (in a script) is where you describe what you see or hear in your mind about a 

scene. It includes everything EXCEPT DIALOGUE. [Action] 

 

 48. The character NAME in a screenplay style cinematic script, (above the dialogue they will 

be speaking), is always typed in ALL CAPS. [Character and Dialogue] 

 

 49. A parenthetical, (or information contained within parentheses), in the character name 

or dialogue area, describes HOW a line is delivered. [Character and Dialogue] 

 

 50. A scene in a screenplay style cinematic script will end with an element called a 

TRANSITION line, found in the far right margin of the page, (also in ALL CAPS by the way), to 

describe how the scene ending will be handled by the editor in the timeline sequence. [Character 

and Dialogue]          OVER 

  

  



51. The six main ELEMENTS of a screenplay style cinematic script are,  

1) slug line or scene header, 2) action, 3) character name, 4) parentheticals, 5) dialogue, and  

6) transitions. [Character and Dialogue] 

  

 52. Through using this specific screenplay style script format for years, filmmakers have 

discovered that by using the Courier font, in 12 point font size, a page of script equals about  

ONE MINUTE of screen time or final product. [Character and Dialogue] 

 

 53. In a script, EVERY scene should have some form of DISCOVERY. Which can be plot 

points, reveal character, or foreshadowing to a future event. [Script Tips] 

 

 54. Unless changing time and space, you do NOT want to use transitions. By far the most 

common type of transition used in movies are CUTS. (Maybe an occasional Fade or Wipe for 

specific reasons.) [Transitions]  

 

 55. A shooting script is a finalized script with NUMBERED scenes. [Shooting Script] 

 

 56. Previsualizing your video and sharing it with your crew and with everyone involved by 

drawing out the shots on PAPER, is called storyboarding. [Storyboard] 

 

  
 

 

 

 

 


